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Cross-Cutting Elements

The agenda of commitments expressed hereunder is based on the conviction that an anti-corruption policy must protect, promote, respect and guarantee the human rights of all individuals and groups who integrate society, under the principles of equality and non-discrimination; citizen participation and social inclusion; reporting mechanisms and access to justice; access to information as a guarantee of transparency and accountability; priority protection for groups in situations of vulnerability and inclusion of the gender and diversity perspective.1

To this end, the incorporation of the perspective of human rights, gender equality and non-discrimination should be promoted in all the thematic areas identified as priorities, as well as in their objectives and activities. Likewise, the initiatives should strive to incorporate a technological culture that enables, among others, the generation of information and knowledge to inform anti-corruption policies.

THEMATIC AREA I: ANTI-CORRUPTION IN THE PRIVATE SECTOR

Objective 1
Encourage companies to generate corporate integrity and compliance policies.

Activities:

• Promote the development and effective implementation of integrity policies in the private sector and corporate compliance programmes through guidelines and incentives.

• Promote the requirement of corporate compliance programmes to access public procurement processes or any type of benefits from the public sector.

• Promote spaces for dialogue between the public and private sectors, as well as citizens, for the formulation of legislation, regulation mechanisms and collective action aimed at developing integrity policies in the private sector.

Objective 2
Adopt the necessary measures to establish the liability of legal persons for acts of corruption.

Activities:

• Adopt robust legal frameworks to establish the liability of legal persons, including with proportionate, effective and dissuasive sanctions.

• Promote the adoption of mitigating mechanisms for potential sanctions or other incentives in exchange for effective collaboration with authorities under the framework of a corruption investigation and seek compensation for damages when applicable.

• Establish permanent training programmes for justice operators and other authorities in charge of investigating legal persons for acts of corruption.

1 In line with the thematic report issued by the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights, on the Inter-American standards to address corruption from a human rights perspective. For more information: http://www.oas.org/es/cidh/informes/pdfs/CorrupcionDDHIES.pdf
**Objective 3**  
Strengthen the transparency of the beneficial ownership.

**Activities:**

- Develop effective legal frameworks for the identification and publicity of the beneficial ownership.
- Establish registries or other mechanisms for the identification and publicity of the beneficial ownership.
- Train the officials of the competent agencies for the implementation of legal frameworks and mechanisms, including capacity building based on comparative experience of other countries.
- Establish international cooperation mechanisms that facilitate the identification of the beneficial ownership.

**THEMATICAL AREA II: SYSTEMS OF INTEGRITY AND TRANSPARENCY**

**Objective 1**  
Promote the adoption and development of national integrity systems that include the different branches of the State.

**Activities:**

- Develop and implement national anti-corruption policies and/or strategies.
- Establish multisectoral working groups to produce action plans with indicators that allow their monitoring and evaluation.
- Carry out regional cooperation to share experiences and good practices in the development and implementation of national integrity systems, national anti-corruption policies and strategies.

**Objective 2**  
Strengthen institutional integrity in public, private and mixed entities.

**Activities:**

- Promote the development of integrity standards, mechanisms and tools in institutions, including corruption risk management.
- Promote the exchange of information by standardizing data among the institutions of the national integrity system.
- Develop policies and management of human resources based on meritocracy, career stability, professionalization and training of public officials, including in matters of integrity, ethics and anti-corruption concepts.
Objective 3
Strengthen the management of asset declarations, as well as the prevention and management of conflicts of interest.

- Promote effective asset declaration and conflicts of interest systems that use technology and data cross-checking to verify and detect irregularities.
- Facilitate the exchange of information related to declarations of assets and interests through national and international cooperation.
- Train officials in charge of managing and verifying asset declarations in auditing techniques and raise awareness concerning conflicts of interest in the public sector.

THEMATIC AREA III: PROTECTION OF WHISTLEBLOWERS

Objective 1
Ensure the protection of whistleblowers and effective reporting channels.

Activities:

- Develop or strengthen legal frameworks for the effective protection of reporting persons.
- Implement effective mechanisms for reporting acts of corruption and the protection of whistleblowers.
- Develop standard operating procedures to ensure the protection of whistleblowers.
- Train officials and relevant actors for the effective protection of whistleblowers and promote awareness raising campaigns to encourage the reporting of acts of corruption.

THEMATIC AREA IV: PUBLIC PROCUREMENT

Objective 1
Promote integrity and transparency in public procurement processes.

Activities:

- Design and implement comprehensive transactional systems for the generation and use of information and open data in all phases of the public procurement process, to facilitate transparency and accountability.
- Develop effective policies and mechanisms for the management of conflicts of interest and the identification of the beneficial ownership in the framework of public procurement.
- Increase participation of bidders in public procurement processes based on the principles of transparency and competition, as well as objective decision-making criteria.
- Strengthen the supervision and accountability of the public procurement system by the means of audits, including through collaboration with supreme audit institutions.
THEMATIC AREA V: CORRUPTION AND JUSTICE

**Objective 1**
Strengthen judicial integrity.

**Activities:**

- Promote the strengthening of the autonomy and independence of the prosecution service and the judiciary.
- Develop measures to strengthen the integrity of judges and prosecutors and establish transparent and effective mechanisms for accountability.
- Promote the creation and strengthening of integrity offices in the judiciary and cooperation between them.
- Ensure that the recruitment and performance evaluation processes of judges and prosecutors, along with the management of the judicial and prosecutorial careers, are based on objective criteria such as merit, fairness and aptitude.

**Objective 2**
Strengthen the investigation of acts of corruption in administrative and criminal matters.

**Activities:**

- Develop compatible legal frameworks and mechanisms to promote the use of special techniques and other investigation tools in corruption cases.
- Establish and strengthen specialized units with the necessary independence to investigate cases of corruption, as well as task forces to improve inter-agency coordination.
- Define pre-established parameters and criteria that allow the prioritization of cases for a better and more agile investigation of corruption.
- Promote and strengthen the interoperability of systems to share information related to the investigation of corruption cases, including intelligence information, among the pertinent bodies.
- Strengthen the capacity of competent officials to carry out complex financial investigations in cases of corruption and other related crimes.

**Objective 3**
Promote international cooperation.

**Activities:**

- Promote cooperation agreements between specialized authorities in the fight against corruption.
- Promote joint investigations for corruption cases.
- Promote active participation in different networks, including GlobE, IAACA, RRAG - GAFILAT, among others, in order to facilitate the exchange information for the investigation of corruption cases and asset recovery.